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Rush roll the bones rap lyrics

Music: Geddy Lee and Alex Lifeson Lyrics: Neil Peart Well, you can bet that claim – Well done is the key to luck Winners are that praise losers rarely take the blame if they don't take this game And sometimes the winner doesn't take anything we draw our own suggestions But luck has to make that frame we go out in the
world and take our chances Fate is just a weight of circumstances That's the way we draw our own suggestions But luck must make that frame we go out in the world and take our chances Fate is just a weight of circumstances That's the way What kind of lady of luck dances Roll up the bones Why are we here?
Because we're here. Roll the bones Why does this happen? Because it happens. The roll of Faith's bone is cold as ice - Why are babies born just to suffer for lack of immunity or a bowl of rice? Well, who would be worth a price on the heads of innocent children if there's some immortal force that would control the dice?
We come into the world and risk Fate is just the weight of circumstances That's the way lady luck dances roll bones.. Jack — relax. We're busy with facts. No zodiacs or almanacs, no maniacs in polyester pants. Just the facts. I'm going to kick some gluteus max. It's paralax- you know? You're moving around Little is
getting bigger. It's a platform It's action - reaction - Random interaction. So who's afraid of a little abstraction? Can't you get any satisfaction from the facts? You better run, buddy- He's really from Nome to Rome, boy. What's going on? Spin the wheel. If the dice are hot - shoot. Play cards. Show us what you have- What
you're holding. If the cards are cold, do not go folding. Lady Luck is golden; She prefers the brave. It's cold Stop throwing rocks - Night has a thousand saxophones. So you swing in there and start the bone. You'll keep busy! Tweet it Roll the BonesVinyl album sleeve, US ReleaseSingle by Rushfrom the album Roll the
BonesA-sideRoll the BonesB-sideThe Pass (UK Release)Tom Sawyer (Live) (German edition)ReleasedOctober 1991RegenreProgressive rockfunk rockrap rockLength5:30LabelAnthem (Canada)Atlantic (US)Songwriter (s)Geddy Lee, Alex Lifeson (music)Neil Peart (lyrics)Producer(s)Rupert Hine, RushRush singles
chronologically Dreamline (1991) Roll the Bones (1991) Ghost of a Chance (1992) Roll the Bones is a song by Canadian rock band Rush. It was released as the second single from their 1991 album of the same name. Background Music Roll the Bones written by Geddy Lee and Alex Lifeson and his lyrics by Neil Peart.
The lyrics reflect on the risk in life, and the insistence of those who are not sure to roll the bone, a term used for throwing dice. But the bottom line... It's risking overturning bones if it's a random universe and it's scary and it makes you neurotic and everything, never mind. You really have to risk it, or nothing's going to
happen. - Neil Peart, It's a Rap interview, February 1992[1] As a lyrical experiment, Peart wrote a rap section in his lyrics, as a result of listening to better rap writers like LL Cool J and Public Enemy. [2] The group considered looking for the rapper perform this part of the song, or even consider the upcoming section with
camp or comedic sensibility, and hire singer-songwriter Robbie Robertson or actor/comedian John Cleese. [3] [2] According to Lee, we couldn't really decide if we wanted to be influenced by rap or satirize it, so I think the song kind of falls between the cracks and eventually I think it worked out to be neither, it worked out
to be something that is very much us. [2] Eventually, rap was performed by Lee: his changed voice is achieved by drastically reducing the pitch and adding different effects. A live performance of Roll the Bones would be played on every Rush tour since the song's release, until the 2007-2008 Snakes And Arrows Tour,
when it was removed from the setlist. In 2015, the song was included in the setlist for the Rush R40 Tour. The R40 performance features an accompanying video for the rap section that had a ret synching cameos from Peter Dinklage, Chad Smith, Jay Baruchel, Les Claypool, Tom Morello, Paul Rudd, Jason Segel, and
Trailer Park Boys actors John Paul Tremblay, Robb Wells, and Mike Smith. [4] The song features all songs by Alex Lifeson and Geddy Lee and lyrics by Neil Peart. USA promo: Roll the Bones - 5:30 UK 7 version: Roll The Bones - 5:30 Show Don't Tell - 5:01 UK Picture Disc edition: Roll the Bones - 5:30 Pass - 4:51 It's
Rap (Part 1: Alex Lifeson Speaks) UK 2-Disc Limited Edition release:Disc 1 Roll the Bones - 5:30 Anagram (For Mongo) - 3:59 It's a Rap (Part 2: Geddy Lee Speaks) Disc 2 Roll the Bones - 5:30 Where's My Thing? (Part IV, Gangster Ships Trilogy) - 3:49 Superconductor - 4:47 It's Rap (Part 3: Neil Peart Speaks)
German 7 edition: Roll Bones - 5:30 Tom Saw yer (Live) - 5:06 12 edition roll the bones - 5:30 Tom Sawyer (Live) - 5:06 Spirit of Radio (Live) Staff Geddy Lee - synthesizer, bass, singing, rapper Alex Lifeson - guitars, backing vocals Neil Peart - drums See also List of songs Rush References ^ It's A Rap interview.
2112.net. in February 1992. ↑ a b c Roll The Bones by Rush. Songfacts.com, March 28, 2019. ^ ^ Les Claypool, Tom More Appear In Rush R40 Video. JamBase. 12 May 2015. 28 March 2019. Loaded from No, You can bet that claim – Well done is the key to lucky winners with that praise losers rarely take the blame if



they don't take that game and sometimes the winner doesn't take anything We draw our own designs, but luck has to make that frame You come out of the world and risk Fate is just a weight of circumstances That's the way a lady of luck dances Roll bones Why are we here? Because we're here, rolled up bones, rolled
bones Why is this happening? Because it happens roll bones, roll bonesFaith is cold as ice - Why Little ones who were born just to suffer because of the need for immunity or a bowl of rice? Well, who would be worth a price on the heads of innocent children if there's some immortal force that would control the dice? We
came into the world to take advantage of our chance Fate is just the weight of circumstances That's the way luck dances Roll bones, roll bones Why are we here? Because we're here, rolled up bones, rolled bones Why is this happening? Because it happens, pull out the bones, turn the bonesFor why are we here?
Because we're here, rolled up bones, rolled bones Why is this happening? Because it happens roll bones, roll bonesJack - relax. We're busy with facts. No zodiacs or almanacs, no maniacs in polyester pants. Just the facts. I'm going to kick some gluteus max. It's paralax-- you know? You're moving around Little is
getting bigger. It's a platform. It's an action-- a reaction-- a random interaction. So who's afraid of a little abstraction? Can't you get any satisfaction from the facts? You better run, buddy-- he's really from Nome to the boy from Rome. What's going on? Spin the wheel. If the dice are hot, shoot. Play cards. Show us what
you have-- what you're holding. If the cards are cold, do not go folding. Women's bad luck is golden; She prefers the brave. It's cold. Stop throwing rocks... The night has a thousand saxophones. So you swing in there and start the bone. You'll keep busy! Turn the bones Why are we here? Because we're here, rolled up
bones, rolled bones Why is this happening? Because it happens, pull out the bones, turn the bonesFor why are we here? Because we're here, rolled up bones, rolled bones Why is this happening? Because it happens roll bones, roll bonesFor what happens? Because it happens, pull out the bones, turn the bonesFor why
are we here? Because we're here, turn the bones, turn the bones, because we're here... Well, you can bet they claim that good work is the key to happiness Winners take this praise Losers rarely take this blame if they don't take the game and sometimes the winner takes nothing, we draw our own designs, but luck has
to do that frame We go out into the world and risk Fate is just the weight of circumstances That's the way Lady Luck dances roll bones Here? Because we're here roll bone roll bones why does this happen? Because it happens Roll the bones Roll the bones Faith is cold as ice Why are little people born just to suffer for
lack of immunity or a bowl of rice? Well, who would be worth a price on the heads of innocent children if there's some immortal force that would control the dice? We come into the world and we risk Fate is just the weight of circumstances That's the way women's fortunes dance Roll the bones Roll the bones Why are we
here? Because we're here roll bone roll bones why does this happen? Because it happens roll bone roll bones why are we here? Because we're here roll bone roll bones why does this happen? Jack, relax, messed up by the facts No Zodiac or No man in polyester pants Just the facts kick some gluteus max It's paralax,
you know? You move around Small gets big, it's a platform It's an action reaction random interaction so who's afraid of a little abstraction? Can't you get any satisfaction from the facts? You better run, buddy, it's really from Nome to Rome, boy What's the deal? Spin the wheel If the dice are hot, shoot play cards, show us
what you have What do you hold If the cards are cold, do not go folding Lady Luck is gold She prefers bold, it's cold Stop throwing stones Night has a thousand saxophones So come out and start the bones Turn the roll bones Why are we here? Because we're here roll bone roll bones why does this happen? Because it
happens roll bone roll bones why are we here? Because we're here roll bone roll bones why does this happen? Because it happens roll bone roll bones why does it happen? Because it happens roll bone roll bones why are we here? Because we're here roll bone roll bones why does this happen? Because it happens roll
bone roll bones why are we here? Because we're here, your bones, roll the bones.
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